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Thank you for hiring a Panda PA!
Even if you’ve never set up a PA in your life, if you follow this guide
you should have a great sounding PA set up, and will earn yourself
some bragging rights from your guests!
If you get stuck at all, please call us on 0410 86 86 12 and we will
walk you through whatever you need help with.
First up, please check that you have the following gear. It may vary a
little depending on whether you’ve hired a cordless microphone.

Place the bottom of the Maui 5 Go base where you intend to use it.
Take the speaker column with the orange sticker on one end and
insert that end into the base until it won’t go any further in. You’ll
now see a yellow sticker on the top – find the other column with a
yellow sticker on it, and place that end on top of the fist column.
Next, take the final column (green sticker) and place that on top of
the other two. You Maui 5 Go is now built!

If you’ve hired the cordless mic, follow the next few pages,
otherwise skip to the page titled “Powering Up the Base”
Open the cordless mic case, and remove everything except the spare
batteries. Now take the grey cordless mic battery pack, and unwrap
the lead from around it. Insert the battery pack lead into the adaptor.

Insert the adpater into the back of the cordless mic receiver. Then
find the 50cm mic lead with gold tape on one end and purple on the
other. Insert the gold end into the receiver until you feel a click.

Place the cordless mic case behind the Maui 5 Go base, then place
the grey battery pack and receiver on top of it.
Insert the purple end of the 50cm mic lead into the socket named
MIC on the base, and push it down until you feel a click (use the
‘PUSH’ tab on it’s left when you need to remove the lead at the end
of the night)

Switch the cordless mic power adapter to the ‘|’ position.

You should now see red numbers appear on the front of the receiver.

Powering Up the Base
Make sure all the settings look close to this:

Now turn the base on. Lights on the bottom column should now be
illuminated.

Turn the “MAIN LEVEL” knob all the way clockwise.

If you’ve hired the cordless mic, follow the next two pages,
otherwise skip to the page titled “Connecting the Corded
Microphone”

Pick up the cordless mic and hold the power button in for about a
second – it should turn green.
Slowly turn the “MIC” knob up while speaking into the mic, and
stop once you get to your desired volume. I fyou hear a loud
unpleasant ton (feedback) back off the volume until it stops.

If you encounter weird sounds, it may be that the mic is picking up
interference from somewhere. You can fix this by changing the
channel like so - press and release the “Channel” button on the
receiver. When the display stops flickering and displays a number,
open and remove the mic’s battery compartment (hold the top of the
mic and turn it’s bottom casing anticlockwise). Point the bottom of

the mic at the receiver, and press and hold the receiver’s round Sync
button until the red light stops flashing on the receiver. Once the
“Ready” button turns on, you’re good to go. Test the mic again. If
there’s still interference, the area you are in may be particularly
prone to this problem. Turn the cordless mic off and use the corded
mic for speeches instead (go to the next page “Connecting the
Corded Microphone” to see how to connect it).
Once the mic sounds good, switch the mic off by holding the power
button in for 2-3 seconds.
The batteries in the mic should last for at least 5-6 hours of
continuous use, but it’s best to turn the mic off when not using it by
holding the on off button in until the light goes out. If you run out of
juice, there are spare batteries in the cordless mic kit case. Please be
sure to return both sets of batteries with your hire, otherwise there
will be an extra charge to cover them.

Connecting the Corded Microphone
If you didn’t hire the cordless mic, or you encountered interference
when using it, use the corded mic instead. Open the small black mic
bag and remove the microphone. Find the mic lead that has white
tape on one end and red on the other. Plug the white end into the mic
until you feel it click. Plug the red end into the “MIC” socket on the
Maui 5 Go base.
Slowly turn the “MIC” knob up while speaking into the mic, and
stop once you get to your desired volume. If you hear a loud,
unpleasant tone (feedback), back off the volume until it disappears.

Bluetooth Connection for Music Devices
If you are connecting your device via bluetooth, follow this page,
otherwise skip to the page - “Cable Connection for Music Devices”.
Press the “HOLD TO LINK” button down for a few seconds until
the blue light starts to flash. Now turn bluetooth on on your device –
“LD MAUI5 GO” should appear under your available devices list select it to pair it, like you would when pairing any other device.

Once your device has paired, the blue light on the Maui 5 Go will
stop flashing and remain on. Bluetooth can be a fickle beast – if your

device won’t pair, don’t panic - please read on to connect with the
cable instead, other skip the next page.

Cable Connection for Music Devices
Find this cable below, and connect one end to your phone (if your
phone doesn’t take this type of plug, use one of the adapters supplied
in the small plastic bag). Connect the other end to the “MP3” input
on the base.

Turn the volume on your music playing device all the way up. Play a
song, and slowly turn the “MP3 INPUT LEVEL” knob up on the
base until you reach your desired music volume level. To add more
bass, turn up the “SUB LEVEL” knob (bottom left). To make the
sound brighter, turn up the “HI-BOOST” knob (bottom right).

That’s it – time to party!
If you get stuck, feel free to call us on 0410 86 86 12 and we will
walk you through the set up.
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